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The End of a Publicly Failed Political Party
The Start of America’s Practical Future
“The Time Has Come for Common Sense”
“Dishonest John (DJ) Trump is a 2020 Political Lame Duck”
This is Andrew J. (A J) Wildman. Your 2020 Independent Candidate for President of the
United States. I believe you will find these contents informative and even encouraging
compared to our typical daily and campaign news.
Allow me to declare that I am presenting myself to you, not as a politician, but as a professional
business problem solver. I fix business problems! And America is a real business with real
problems. But, quite fixable problems. I won’t allow solvable public problems to be “studied or
generally ignored” for another decade, or two…
Americans, Demand practical and prudent solutions for our economic and social struggles.
Americans, Require innovative Leadership to define the critical Reforms that are needed and
then to take immediate legislative action to make those prudent Solutions a near-term reality in
our day-to-day lives.
A couple of points on this presentation:
•
•

This key Campaign Strategy document is as brief as I could make it, but still hits all the
critical points.
Most importantly, we will reviewing three (3) Critical issues regarding the 2020 Presidential
and Congressional Campaign and Election:
o Declaring and detailing, Donald Trump’s 2020 Lame Duck political status. He is
truly the Liar in Chief. (A hint – for starters DJ will not get as many votes as he did
in 2016).
o To promote the Electoral Tsunami that We the People will not only use to remove DJ,
but can also bring down any Republican running office in 2020. That includes
Republicans in the US House and Senate, State governors, Secretary of States, plus
City, County, Parrish, Burroughs offices, etc. A “gargantuan” political sweep!!
o To begin presenting frustrated Americans, with the TIPA Independent ProblemSolving Political Platform of 39+ proposals.

My patriotic electoral intent is to inform my frustrated and struggling fellow citizens that,
no one can stop - We the People from accomplishing this historic Voter action!
And it will only cost each of us a few hours of our time.
My fellow American,
We the People, have the Votes to do all this !!!
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My Project for America
I have observed our national political system since I was a teenager. It is an odd, but interesting
hobby. You can learn how domestic and foreign policy works, and doesn’t. Although from the
age of seven (7), I grew up in Baltimore County, Maryland – I was born in Washington, DC. I
also worked in DC in the IT Industry for 30+ years supporting corporate and Federal agency
clients like the US Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) and BCBS of DC and
Maryland. What better living location then DC itself, from which to observe and write about the
growing dysfunction in the US Congress.
As stated, I am a 2020 Independent Candidate for President of the United States. Further, I am
the Founder of The Independent Party of America (TIPA). America is more than ready for a
viable Third Party option. And I have it here and now for your personal review.
I bring to this critical national campaign, the TIPA Independent Platform. A set of 39+ problemsolving proposals developed by yours truly to be acceptable to at least 60% of the American
public, and the Voters, in particular.
The first 27 of those proposals were first presented in my 2008 non-fiction, 700-page
political book, The Second Coming of Common Sense (CS2). Not surprisingly, many of
those prudent public solutions are even more necessary and relevant today, some 12 years
later.
Please refer to the TIPA Platform website CommonSense2nd.com for details on all 39+
Solution Proposals and much more. The proposals are presented in PDFs and brief
YouTube videos there. And available at AJs Common Sense Podcast.
In more recent years, I have focused on out-of-control Cost-of-Living issues such as, Food,
Housing, Student Loans, Pharmaceuticals Health Care, Jobs, etc. Also, touching on
Shootings/Guns and Cannabis legalization.
My Independent campaign brings a critical new Economic perspective to our nation’s
Cost-of-Living (COL) struggles and presenting how we could rationally approach getting
it under control.
It is common to hear that wages need to be higher to effectively deal with the COL.
However, we cannot tell every business owner to give their staff a sizable raise. That
cannot happen. Also, we will not allow Artificial Intelligence technology to destroy
certain categories of viable employment. Some practical lines must be drawn to protect
American jobs.
Therefore, the perspective is that if we cannot increase real wages for All Americans
across the board, then it is seems only logical to focus on reducing the COL for All
Americans across the board!! Just logical…
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What a concept!! That is, with regard to life basic needs, e.g., Food, Housing, Medical
Care, and Transportation.
Wall Street and Big Business are taking as much as they can from us in jacked-up Food
and Medical Care costs. Residential Rental and Commercial Lease costs will need some
practical pricing controls.
And of course, the 800-pound gorilla issue that the entire Republican Party is in an advanced
stage of denial about – the Planet Earth threatening Climate Crisis!
Going forward my fellow Americans, confronting the Climate Crisis aggressively, to realistically
prepare for the real threats of Sea Level Rise – must drive our domestic and foreign policy. Or
that infant you are holding today will some hard questions when they reach Middle School…
o

o

o

o

The Independent Party of America (TIPA) 2020 Campaign Platform – Food First!
So, what is in my Independent Presidential campaign for You and Yours? The answer is the
TIPA Problem-solving Platform and my no-nonsense Independent political leadership.
My Independent political mission is to insert myself and the TIPA Platform into the Presidential
campaign and work aggressively to gain the public’s growing support. And, should I do not win
the Presidency (it could happen!), the TIPA Platform needs to be what the public and the Voters
Demands of the new Democratic President and Congress to implement immediately. Period.
Time will show that TIPA Platform will be a real problem for DJ and the Republicans. At the
same time, I will be directly encouraging Democratic and Independent congressional candidates
to support my proposals to the public, starting with the Cost-of-Living solutions.
I will now highlight ten (10) of the Platform proposals. And guess what! We will start with an
issue that has started many a national revolution throughout history. That issue is – FOOD!!!
•

•

Food – Expectation that All citizens will have a decent and affordable food supply
o Food prices have gone out-of-control, with no relief in sight. That will be stopped.
o If it is not started beforehand, as of 2-1-21, grocery Food prices and content sizing
will be capped for some period of time.
o We will Reform the entire Food Industry from Farms and Fisheries to the Grocery
Store Shelves. Workers will be protected; unnecessary fees and markups, possibly
including those of the Commodities Market – will be ended.
o All American citizens will have decent food supply and local access there to.
Housing – Decent Housing Expectation
o We will implement the National Rent Control Program.
o Rents must become affordable and not priced to the max.
o Responsible Landlords will be supported with special bank financing terms.
o All American citizens will have a “fixed address”.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o 500,000 now homeless will get a fixed address. Period!
Jobs – Save the Truckers from AI
o As of 2-1-21, Driverless Trucks will be prohibited in the US.
o Presidential Order immediately followed by signed legislation.
Jobs – Wait Staff in Restaurants and Bars
o As of 2-1-21, lock in their current hourly rate – $2.xx to $4.xx range permanently.
o The $15/hour wage will cause job losses & even local restaurant closings.
o Presidential Order immediately followed by signed legislation.
Student Loans – Monthly Payment Reductions and Tuition Reforms
o First a note: We will not provide a free 4-year degree of everyone, period! That issue
will be discussed in the campaign. There are other ways to get people “job ready”.
o Automatically reduce monthly payments by 50% & re-calc the extended terms.
o Reduce Annual Tuition for All Public and Private Universities by 25%.
o Presidential Order immediately followed by signed legislation.
Shootings/Guns – The Obvious Guilt Law (OGL) and the Death Penalty
o Premeditated, freewill murder with “absolute” evidence of guilt, receives the Death
Penalty in ninety (90) days.
▪ The El Paso Walmart shooter needs to be the first recipient of the new law,
with 22 dead being more than enough to earn it.
o Subsequent to that initial OGL implementation, the same punishment will be applied
to Premeditated Predatory Rape crimes. Not Date Rape.
o Subsequent to that, could well be added Pedophiles and Sex Slave Traders.
o Thus, America will be putting out the trash and drawing a hard line on acceptable
civil behavior. And the Public will approval…
Cannabis – Finally Full Decriminalization and Legalization
o As of 2-1-21, Cannabis (THC) will be totally decriminalized and legalized
nationwide.
o Cannabis will be designated as an American Small Business, only Industry. Wall
Street can now begin to back away from their existing plans to take Cannabis
corporate. There is no need to involve stockholders and overpaid executives in this
natural Small Business.
o Wall Street will not be allowed to take-over the Cannabis Industry. Period.
o The domestic Cannabis business is a real tax revenue source for the States and State
projects!
o Presidential Order immediately followed by signed legislation.
Pharmaceutical Pricing Controls
o As of 2-1-21, if it is not done beforehand – diabetes related drugs and EpiPen costs
will be brought more in line with European pricing models. It will not be optional!
o Also, Pharma prices in the US will be frozen. The hard negotiations will begin there.
Health Insurance Reform
o The Republican Party diehard protection of the Health Insurance Industry is right up
there with the Pharmaceutical and Energy Industries.
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•

o I will not go into Reform detail here. My Medical Insurance Industry Reform
Proposal was first laid out in Proposal Number 2x – Health Care Insurance for ALL
Americans – in my 2008 book, The Second Coming of Common Sense (CS2). It is
posted on the TIPA Platform website, commonsense2nd.com for Public review.
o The only goal is to efficiently Reform the entire American Medical System to cover
ALL of our citizens. It can and will be done.
Climate Crisis – Ending the Energy Industry’s Control
o Introducing “No-Fly Wednesday” to aggressively reduce airplane exhaust pollution.
o As of 2-1-21, to Declare that starting later that year on October 1st the US will
suspend all passenger air flights all day every Wednesday; 24 hours from midnight
Tuesday night to midnight on Wednesday.
o This will become a world-wide coordinated ban. I will be inquiring about Greta
Thunberg’s possible assistance with this highly desirable Climate Action!
o Thus, the Global Climate War will finally be joined in 2020!
o Presidential Order immediately followed by signed legislation.

That is what I call a good start folks and there are 31+ more proposals to be reviewed. Please see
the website.
And yes, We the People with a great Platform, a new Democrat or Independent President, and a
Democrat controlled US House and Senate – can do all those things and much more. Especially
under my direct problem-solving leadership!

My Campaign Commitments to the American Public and Our Common Good
1. First, making the American public, the Voters, and Democratic Party aware that DJ is
now a real Lame Duck. He is the greatest, worst President in US history. Therefore, a
single miserable term is more than enough for DJ!
2. Further, that Lame Duck political status also extends to the 22 Republican Senate seats
and the 195 US House seats up for election this year. They too, must be Voted out along
with Trump, if We the People want legislation of real benefit the Common Good and to
preserve the Climate – ever to be passed into Law!!
3. Make Voters aware of my seemingly underdog, yet very viable 2020 Independent
campaign for POTUS. I will lead all Americans into a better future.
4. Make Voters aware of the TIPA Platforms 39+ problem-solving citizen-oriented
proposals that were designed to be acceptable to at least 60% of all Americans. And they
are! The TIPA citizen-oriented Platform has both the Republican and Democrat Party
platforms beaten.
5. Promote both Democrat and any Independent candidates for US Senate and House seats
against incumbent Republicans. Or for the open Congressional seats where the
incumbent Republican decided it better to retire rather than deal with running under DJ’s
soiled banner.
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6. Encourage all Americans regardless of past Party affiliations, to embrace and promote the
Common Good of the TIPA Platform for our citizens.
7. To demonstrate to the People that I am a true business problem-solver and would be their
most practical choice for POTUS in 2020!!
The TIPA Platform proposals on Food, Housing, etc., needs to become the centerpiece of the
public debate in the 2020 campaign. Because it will fix problems.
o

o

o

o

The Plain Truth on Why Washington and the 2-Parties are So Dysfunctional!
•

•
•

For starters, the US Congress has a consistent 90% Public Disapproval rating. That is the
negative sum of both Parties in our collective minds. Meaning the Congress and Washington
in general, were quite dysfunctional long before DJ rolled into town with his Band of
Criminals and very own Swamp Creatures!
You recall that Barack Obama was first inaugurated President in January 2009.
The very next day, Republican Leader Senator Mitch McConnell “publicly declared” his top
goal was to make Obama “a one-term president”. Just kissed bi-partisan cooperation
goodbye from the very start.
Just how does that differ from the Republicans whining that the Democrats have been
trying to Impeach DJ since his Inauguration. Only that McConnell is still doing that and
that the Democrats are only responding to DJs horrific conduct of a want-to-be dictator.
Republicans love to dish it out, but they sure hate to have to take it! They are Whiners…

•

•

•

Since that day, thru the last 11 years, and to this very day – “The Dictator” has blocked
publicly beneficial legislation, climate friendly legislation, and Voting System protection
legislation among others. Not to mention him literally stealing a Supreme Court nomination
from President Obama.
Further, increasingly over the last few decades both parties in Congress have pushed
responsibility for problem-solving over to the President. Expecting the next President, be
they a man or woman to just walk in and provide Congress with problem solutions for “their”
consideration. Meaning someone that is only in office 4 to 8 years would provide the
solutions to our problems. That absolutely dysfunctional legislative approach has simply
failed us and must be rejected by the Voters. And as for DJ, he only brought more problems
and his 7-year old emotional development with him.
Functionally, Congress’ job focus increasingly over those same decades, is only to “Maintain
the Status Quo”. Because, the Wealthy and Big Industries that are making their money off
the System as it is, simply want things to be left alone. The Plain Truth!!
To be clear, for many years now the Publicly failing Republican Party only serves the
Wealthy and 8 to 10 Big Industries. And they don’t even try to hide that Truth anymore.
They do not care about the Masses (you, me, and at least 90% of us) except of course when it
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•

comes time to raise campaign money and get votes. As in, DJ and his pathetic ego-boosting
MAGA pep rallies.
Finally, the Republican Congressional members will be appropriately punished/sentenced to
un-employment (to be fired) by the Voters. The sold-out Republican members of Congress
have freely tied themselves to DJs twisted agenda, including the abusive 2017 Tax Cut.
And then losing whatever was left of their Public credibility in those lowly performances in
DJs Impeachment Hearings.
Thus, they will pay for their choices and will go out the door with their lying hero –
Dishonest John Trump.

On the other hand, the Democratic Party’s true “intention” is to help the Masses toward having a
better life. However, they lack a Platform that immediately appeals to Voters from a real day-today problem solving perspective. They spend too much time pandering after every minority
social group they can find.
•

•

Democrats often appear to have forgotten about regular middle Americans that includes
Whites, Blacks, Hispanics, Asians, and everyone. And the last few years, the Democrats
truly appear to care more about letting countless illegals into our nation – than protecting our
national borders. More than caring for our citizens that live and belong here. And it is
ticking people and the Voters off!!
News Flash Democrats! America is sick and tired of Illegal Occupants (IOs). Enough is
enough. We must be able to have absolute control over the border. As I stated earlier, I was
a consultant several years for the US Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). And I
will deliver the practical systems required to finally gain control over our borders, and
manage our citizen and non-citizen populations.
So much for thinking I am blindly supporting the Democrats. I am a hard-core political
Independent. I often refer to the Democratic Party leadership as, “the Lost Patrol”.

•
•

•

Under the Wildman Administration, illegal immigration will begin coming in an end in 2021.
Overall, there must be a full public awareness that America is now legislatively fighting the
final battles between the Haves and the Have-Nots. Seriously! The terrible Wealth and Power
gap!! It is the age-old economic struggle, that exists in every nation in the world. And yes,
the Haves are clearly winning the last 20 years thanks to the devious Republican legislative
control in Congress. That on-going situation alone puts our Democracy at greater risk. And
now, DJ’s random antics of ignorance have only made things far worse.
Finally, as if We needed any more reasons, the last economic straw was the Republican
Party’s Grand Prize. The unnecessary and economically abusive 2017 Tax Cut for “the
Wealthy and Big Industries”.
It will be reviewed and mostly legislatively reversed in 2021.
Abusive Tax welfare for the Wealthy and Big Industries will soon be ended in America.
And also yes, Citizens United will be legislatively corrected!
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The 2020 Lame Duck Status of DJ and Congressional Republicans
There is no way that any man or women that is a total failure as a human being, a severe
narcissist, and a chronic daily liar – could properly fill the honorable role of President of the
United States. That truly defines DJs failed Presidency and why he will not be re-elected. The
American Electorate will not make that collective mistake again in 2020.
I will now explain how We the People will be able to remove him (and so many other
Republicans) from office this coming November 3rd. Some very welcome, Good News!!
First. The primary reason for DJs Lame Duck status, is that he simply will not get as many votes
in 2020 as he captured in 2016. DJ will not only lose more 2016 votes than he can expect to gain
in 2020, many of those lost Votes will be voting against him this November. Think about it…
As most of us know, DJ lost the popular vote to Hilary Clinton in 2016 by almost 3 million.
•
•
•

Hilary Clinton
Donald Trump
difference

65,853,514
62,984,828
2,868,686

Some other practical reasons for DJs obvious Lame Duck status would be:
•

•

•
•
•

Right off the top he has lost 10 to 20% of the Women’s vote (at least 3 to 6 million
votes). Women in particular and many men as well, have grimly learned his true antipeople colors and will not be fooled or suckered in again by his self-serving
manipulation of the Truth and constant lies. I am an Independent and a Christian that
Voted for Clinton…
I do expect that some of the good Christian folks that turned a blind eye to his disgusting
habits in 2016 solely in order to get Supreme Court seat(s), will not cross their faith
again, to vote for such a disgusting human being.
The anti-Hilary voting people will have other choices (like me) to choose from. Won’t
need to settle for DJ, again.
James Comey will not release an inappropriate and wrong letter about Clinton weeks
before the Election.
Yes, Putin is still be attacking our Voting process in any way that he can to help his
buddy get re-elected. Vladimir urgently wants to keep his American President “lap
dog” in the White House. That is the Plain Truth about the DJ/Putin connection. It is
the critical Democracy preserving reason why DJs re-election will not be allowed.

Other Relevant Voter Angles
•

The desirable personal benefits to be realized from the TIPA Platform solutions to the
lives of all Americans, will also eat steadily into DJs so-called “base voters”. For the
rest of this year Voters will hear the Truth about issues and as a result, DJs lying words
will become more and more offensive to their ears. Remember I designed the TIPA
9
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Platform proposals to be acceptable to at least 60% of our citizens. That middle 60% of
all Voters includes many of those in DJs 2016 “base”.
•

In the end, most Americans will truly care and Vote for the Common Good of their
family and to protect the Climate, rather than Voting to keep their favorite racist in the
White House. Bluntly put!
This year, many good people are truly reflecting and will privately conclude that having
their favorite White Supremacist in the White House has not, cannot, and will not ever
do anything of value for their family, their community, and especially the Climate.
They will realize that DJ was intentionally playing to their very real frustrations with
DC. But, did not intend to really fix their problems. He is only interested in covering
his own interests.

•

•

•

The final legislative irony that will nail DJ and his loyal Congressional Republicans to
the Electoral Wall – is the Climate Crisis. Personal concerns about the ailing Climate
will bring out more 18 to 29 year old voters to the polls than ever before. They will Vote
to crush the Climate Deniers – and Dishonest John. No contest.
Of special interest to Climate supporters, just consider that since 2016, there are now the
18 to 21 year-olds that can vote in 2020. At an annual birth rate of at least 3.5 million
Americans that simply equates to some fourteen (14) million potential new Voters.
Bingo!! Since their lifetimes are most at risk from the Republican allegiance to the
Energy Industry – they can bring their Rightful anger to the Polls and Vote them ALL
out!! Very encouraging!
The Republican Party of Climate Deniers will burn at the polls on 11-3-2020. Go,
Mother Earth!!
o

o

o

o

Now to Reflect on the 2016/2020 Presidential Election Numbers
As stated before, DJ will suffer the significant loss of the Women’s vote compared to 2016 and
no more anti-Hilary vote. Those reasons for not voting Republican this time will easily cost DJ
at least five (5) million of his 2016 votes.
1. Many new voters have Registered since 2017 to stop DJ and many more will Register this
year.
2. In most states, you can register for the 2020 Vote to within the last month or two before the
November Election! Please just do it!!
3. As stated, the practical acceptability of the TIPA Platform proposals, will draw many
frustrated people away from DJs “base”. They will very interested in such solutions being
implemented for their families. Solutions that they will never see from the “anti-people”
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Republican Party. The MAGAs have sadly observed the Liar in Chief and many will – for
their family’s sake – Vote against him in 2020.
4. And one (1) final factor that will help 2020 Democratic and Independent candidates for
Congress and the anti-Trump Vote, as well:
a. In 2016, according to the US Election Assistance Commission (EAC), there were
approximately 140,000,000 votes cast for all Presidential candidates.
b. However, according to the EAC the States reported a total of some 214,000,000
Registered voters.
c. Simple math tells us that some 74,000,000 Registered voters did not vote in 2016.
214,109,360

Registered Total US

140,114,502

Voted in 2016

73,994,858

Did Not Vote in 2016 (Our 2020 Anti-DJ Vote Gold Mine)

Yes, 74 million of us did not get out and vote in 2016! The tragic result being that a narcissistic,
paranoid character, with zero integrity – lied and cheated his way into the White House. And
then only by some 70 thousand miserable votes across three (3) states.
All of that said, Trump should soon see that the 2020 estimated anti-Trump movement already
has some 70 million Votes. And, that there are new anti-DJ, pro-Climate, and the pro-Reform
Voter registrations all the time. As a conservative estimate, I would say his 63 million Votes in
2016 have lost at least 6 million votes (about 57 million) and many of those votes will come to
our side on Election Day.
Therefore, DJ could well be limping into the 2020 race with a roughly a 10 to 12 million Vote
deficit to overcome. He smells more a like a Lame Duck all the time!
The numbers don’t lie. Trump does every day… Lame Duck !!
o

o

o

o

To Aggressively Seek Their Votes
My campaign, the Democrats, and any Independents running in 2020 will deliberately encourage
those 74 million disillusioned voters to become personally involved in removing DJ and the
Congressional Republicans this coming November.
Many in this group may not have not voted for many years. Those frustrated folks Rightfully
want to see practical solutions for our problems, a true public serving US Congress, and real
leadership in the White House. We have that for them!
DJ and the Congressional Republicans, they do not possess our citizen-oriented Platform and
thankfully a growing majority of Americans are not drawn to him or those sold-out, loser
Republicans in the House and Senate. A few new Votes yes, but not the crushing anti-Trump
and anti-Republican Voters that we will bring to this grand Democratic Electoral challenge.
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Consider, that if we attract only 10% of the 2016 non-voters it will be another 7,500,000 votes
for Democracy, against Trump, and for the Common Good of our citizens and the Climate.
Once the American Public accepts the real potential for flushing DJ and so many Republicans, it
will swiftly bring various social groups together in this critical 2020 Voter Registration action.
And the rest will be Electoral history.
o

o

o

o

We Vote – We Win
To secure that highly desirable Election outcome my fellow Americans, all that We need to do is
encourage and challenge one another to the polls on Election Day. Then to Vote with deliberate
and collective intent. Vote NO Republicans! Then, the very next day, we will begin to
experience the Post-Trump and Post-Republican Party Era in America. Amen!!
Thus, 2020 Electoral Victory is now in our hands. For We the People, to first Register to Vote,
if needed. And then on November 3rd to Vote. Both patriotic civil actions will only cost each of
us a few hours of our time. It is our solemn duty.
With our deliberate Democracy saving 2020 Vote, We the People, will each personally
honor the over 1,262,000 men and women that paid the ultimate price in battle since
1775, preserving for us that precious Right to Vote. We’ve got this!
Therefore, DJ is a Lame Duck for the 2020 Election.
Again, the numbers don’t lie. Trump does every day… Lame Duck !!
o

o

o

o

It is Time for an American Political Reformation
It is 2020, and our ailing American Political System now requires a true and viable Independent,
Third Party. And a real problem-solving Platform built upon Common Sense and designed to
serve the Common Good of our citizens, our nation, and the Global Climate. Again, it is indeed
ironic that the Climate issue will be what finally brings the Republican Party to ruin on
November 3, 2020. That date will become known as the Republican Party’s Waterloo…
Again, the 18 to 29 year old Voters (and their grand-parents) are critical to and will be the final
strike against the failed Grand Old Party. This action is in their extreme interest and that of their
younger siblings. That they Register to Vote and then lead the nation to the Polls in November.
Next, I am here and now challenging the Baby Boomers (my generation born 1947 to 1964)
to join with their grandchildren and possibly even with great-grandchildren. Together, putting
ALL other politics aside – to conquer the arrogant Congressional, science denying, Fossil fuel
supporting, anti-Climate lobbying machines – once-and-for-all.
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The bottom line of this Electoral Second American Revolution, my frustrated citizens is that:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Trump must go, so that Democracy itself will survive his destructive one-term
presidency.
We will reverse his ridiculous policy decisions to the greatest extent possible.
We will reverse his many vengeful and childish firings! And bring back those that
honorably resigned rather than serve under his anti-Democracy administration.
The Congressional Republican seats in the Senate and House need to be filled on 11-32020 with Democrats or Independents that are committed to serving the Common Good
of our citizens before ALL other interests.
The Climate Deniers and their Industry lobbyists will be thrown out.
Then a prudent and practical pro-Climate policy will become the nation’s priority.
Finally!

This peaceful Electoral Revolution will place America on a realistic course into our desirable
Future. Our united Voter action, cannot be stopped by DJ, Putin, or corrupted Republican State
Governors and/or Secretary of States. Period!
Therefore, let We the People support this viable Voter strategy. We will then deliver a historic,
Democracy preserving National Vote on November 3, 2020. We will make the Founders proud
of us.

In closing, again let me to point out that I am presenting myself to you, not as a politician, but as
a professional business problem solver. I fix business problems! And America is a real business
with real problems. Quite fixable problems, and I will not allow solvable Public problems to be
“studied or generally ignored” for another decade.
With all that said my fellow citizen please be sure you are or get Registered, have your Voter
Card in hand, and then on November 3rd,
Vote as If Our Nation’s Destiny and the Global Climate Depends on It.
Because, it Really Does!!
And so, may God Bless the United States of America
Thank you for your time and take care, A J
o

o
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